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C E R T I F I E D S A F E P R O D U C T SS 

clear glossy anti-slip floor 

coating for any floor type 
 

 

At last, you can have the flooring you love without fear of injuries due to slips, WET OR DRY! 

Tile, marble, granite, wood, vinyl, mosaic, terrazzo, concrete, tubs, pool decks, epoxy, etc. can 

meet and exceed OSHA- and ADA-compliant slip resistance (Coefficient of Friction, or COF) 

levels. SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating is safe and easy to apply and is fully compatible 

with non-abrasive cleaning methods. SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip has outstanding wear and chemical 

resistance, including resistance to acids and alkalis, and can also be used for underwater 

applications. It has excellent weathering and dirt pickup resistance and strong anti-corrosive 

characteristics. It’s designed to last many, many years in commercial and industrial applications. 

 

 

 

SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating 

retains its transparency and gloss far better than 

practically any other floor topcoat, including 

the best-of-breed epoxies and polyurethanes. 

SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating will 

never yellow or crack and does not require 

burnishing. Less aggressive cleaning methods 

with safer cleaning agents and soft brushes is 

possible. It sticks to any floor, it’s very anti-

slip, it’s extremely durable, and it looks great, 

too! Designed for nearly ANY application! 

 

 

SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating provides an abrasion-, stain- and water-resistant glossy 

finish that helps protect the coated surface from wear and damage while greatly reducing regular 

and costly maintenance such as stripping, polishing, and waxing in a range of facilities including 

hospitals, swimming pools, schools, airports, restaurants, markets, hotels and resorts. When it is 

time to re-coat, simply add a fresh coat right over the existing coat. Quick and easy, once every 5 

to 10 years depending on foot traffic. Properly applied and maintained, it will keep its slip 

resistance even when 500,000 – 1,000,000 people have walked over it! 

 

Save money — no stripping or burnishing means less floor maintenance labor and lower 

maintenance costs. An estimated 86% of floor care cost is labor. SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip can 

eliminate up to 70% of that cost. Use a soft brush on an auto scrubber to clean, or a soft deck 

brush and a wet vacuum. Or simply use a soft brush and a hose to wash dirt into floor drains. 

 

• Easy to apply by anyone 

• Eliminates slips 

• Clear, glossy, and extremely durable 
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Sustainable — SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip is a great way to make facilities more “green” compliant. 

Stripping, burnishing, and re-waxing floors emits air pollutants, creates chemical by-products and 

waste and consumes precious commodities such as electricity and water. 

 

Certified Slip Resistant by Every Slip Resistance Test Out There! Stop Slips Permanently! 

 
 

SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating, with its unique chemistry and composition, ease of use 

and outstanding durability is now the obvious coating of choice. Unlike other two-part coatings it 

has no VOCs, and virtually no unpleasant fumes or odors.  

 

• 75-minute working time after mixing 

• 8-hour cure is recommended for light foot traffic at 70℉. Allow more cure time for 

temperatures down to 55 degrees. SparkleTuff™ can be applied at even lower 

temperatures, but the cure time can take several days at temperatures below 50℉ 

• chemical integration of the resin matrix will continue over the next 48 to 72 hours, at 

which time SparkleTuff™ will achieve its optimal abrasion-, chemical- and weather-

resistant properties. 

• polysiloxane two-component coating with a long pot life 

• apply only with supplied roller cover. Dispose of all used rollers, paint trays and 

buckets after use. Do not spill, and eye protection is highly advised during mixing 

and application. 

 

 

 

Chemical Data 

 

NVW (%): >99.0% 

Appearance:  Clear to Hazy Liquid 

Visc. (cps): 1800 

Flash Point: N/A 

Chemical Stability: Stable 

Density at 25°C: 1.14 g/cm 

Storage: 50 - <80°F 

Hazard Classification: Part A - Not Hazardous, 

Part B - Acute toxicity, oral Category 4 

Skin corrosion/irritation Category 1B 

Serious eye damage/eye irritation Category 1 

 

 

SparkleTuff™ Anti-Slip Floor Coating is available in gallons, quarts, and 8-ounce kits 

 

Looks great – stops slips! 
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